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505 0 $a Who am I, to think things like this? -- Does poverty still exist? -- Has the NHS had its day? -- Have
you ever wondered why you can't afford a house? -- Are taxes for the little people? -- Was your education
bog-standard? -- Did an immigrant steal your job? -- Who broke the bank? -- But doesn't the private sector
just do everything better? -- Did we leave it too late to avoid the environmental apocalypse? -- What next,
where now?.
520 $a Whether we have children or not we all want the future to be fairer and happier; and Zoe Williams
believes that we need to make that happen collectively. Get it together is a rousing call to arms for us all to
play our part in creating a more equal society. Zoe believes that it's not enough to sit back and watch as our
NHS slides away from us; as the young and low earners are forced out of London; as hundreds of thousands
of people nationally drift into poverty; as education becomes increasingly divided and as the wealthiest five
people in Britain earn more than the poorest 30%. Zoe addresses key questions including: has the NHS had
its day; has an immigrant stolen your job; have you ever wondered why you can't afford a house; and who got
us into this mess anyway? She will then offer up, in answer, a combination of fact, opinion and debate that
will be as inspiring as it is important. Zoe Williams brings together here all the arguments that occupy the
current political landscape and shows us that on all levels, it's lunacy to be anything other than left-wing
unless you're actually already an oligarch. She offers us the debate in a truly entertaining way, she's pacey,
conversational and funny. This is a road map for a better future that will be a major part of the debate in the
run up to the election next May.
650 0$a Social change$zGreat Britain.
650 0$a Equality$zGreat Britain.
651 0$a Great Britain$xPolitics and government$y21st century.
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